
Children’s bedrooms offer the ideal opportunity to explore imaginative and playful designs, 
incorporating their favourite colours or patterns, and creating a space that they will truly 
cherish as their own.

With school finally out, the summer break has arrived, and the kids are back home. Whether they have 
plans for camp, travel, or will be spending their days in the city, it is crucial to provide children with a 
designated space within the house where they can unwind, find solace, engage in leisurely activities 
such as reading, indulge their artistic side through painting or making music, or simply appreciate the 
urban landscape surrounding them.

96+Broadway: Soft Tones and Family-Friendly Amenities
Situated between Riverside Park and Central Park, 96+Broadway offers a highly coveted luxury 
living experience on the Upper West Side. Designed by Urban Casa, this development showcases a 
model residence with a children’s bedroom featuring soft, pale pink walls that harmonize with the 
home’s tonal palette. Emphasizing functionality, 96+Broadway provides an array of elite amenities 
that cater to the entire family.

The children’s bedroom within this residence exudes tranquillity and warmth. The soft pink walls 
create a soothing atmosphere, while the thoughtfully designed space ensures that each family 
member can find their place. With a range of family-friendly amenities on 
offer, 96+Broadway becomes an inviting and nurturing environment for children to grow and thrive.

https://96andbroadway.com/


As the school year ends and the children return home for the summer, let us remember the 
significance of creating a special haven for them within our homes. A child’s bedroom becomes their 
personal sanctuary, a space where they can unwind, explore their creativity, and find solace. It is a 
canvas waiting to be adorned with their favourite colours and patterns, a place where their dreams and 
aspirations take flight. May this summer be a time for them to discover, imagine, and make beautiful 
memories within the cosy confines of their beloved bedrooms.

https://www.salonprivemag.com/nycs-luxury-childrens-bedrooms/ 
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